Transcranial electrical stimulation (TCES) is effective in treating many conditions, but it has not been possible to accurately forecast current density within the complex anatomy of a given subject's head. We sought to predict and verify TCES current densities and determine the variability of these current distributions in patient-specific models based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data. Two experiments were performed. The first experiment estimated conductivity from MRIs and compared the current density results against actual measurements from the scalp surface of 3 subjects. In the second experiment, virtual electrodes were placed on the scalps of 18 subjects to model simulated current densities with 2 mA of virtually applied stimulation. This procedure was repeated for 4 electrode locations. Current densities were then calculated for 75 brain regions. Comparison of modeled and measured external current in experiment 1 yielded a correlation of r = .93. In experiment 2, modeled individual differences were greatest near the electrodes (ten-fold differences were common), but simulated current was found in all regions of the brain. Sites that were distant from the electrodes (e.g. hypothalamus) typically showed twofold individual differences. MRI-based modeling can effectively predict current densities in individual brains. Significant variation occurs between subjects with the same applied electrode configuration. Individualized MRIbased modeling should be considered in place of the 10-20 system when accurate TCES is needed.
INTRODUCTION
Transcranial electrical stimulation (TCES) is an established therapy for a number of clinical conditions that range from major depression [1] [2] [3] [4] to tinnitus [5] [6] [7] . TCES is able to induce neuroplastic changes [8, 9] , excitability shifts [8, 10] and evoked responses [11] that are dependent on the type, duration and polarity of electrical stimulus. High intensity stimuli and pulse trains are extensively used in surgical neuromonitoring [11] [12] [13] and psychiatry [14] [15] [16] . Low intensity direct current (transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS)) and alternating current TCES are less well established, but have gained recognition as treatments for: chronic pain [17, 18] , memory enhancement [19, 20] , epilepsy treatment [21] and a variety of other conditions as a way for modulating cortical excitability. Direct current applied to neural tissues can initiate stem cell recruitment [22, 23] and somatic cell migration [24] [25] [26] , or modify blood perfusion [27] TCES of alternating current at specific frequencies has been shown to inhibit metastatic spread of tumors [28] without the side effects that occur with surgery, radiation, or chemotherapy. These applications of TCES have had remarkable success in individual studies, but often exhibit significant failure rates when applied to broad populations [29] . Effective use of an electrical stimulus for neuromodulation depends on 5 factors: polarity, duration, waveform, targeting and current density. Polarity, duration and waveform are easily manipulated with modern electronics and the resulting signal is either direct current (DC), pulsed, or alternating. Managing the location of electrical energy and its intensity in brain tissues has been more problematic.
TCES targeting is usually achieved by placing electrodes on the scalp directly "over" the intended brain region by using the 10-20 system. Stimulus intensity delivered to this region has been estimated from the amount of current leaving the electrodes. This method has significant limitations because the head and brain are comprised of varying resistivities with complex and individual unique anatomies, while the 10-20 system is based on a normalized anatomy. Nevertheless, this method has been persistently used for determining stimulation location for the lack of a better alternative. However, it is critical for treatment success to have an accurate understanding of the current that is actually delivered to a targeted brain region. Recognizing this problem, investigators have relied on simulations to provide contributions to our understanding, but these simulations have had critical limitations. Previous studies (including ours) have focused on either a single-slice of the head [30] , a single subject [31] [32] [33] [34] or simplified anatomic models of cranial components [35] [36] [37] . These studies have led to improvements in the understanding of neural modeling, but not resolved the problem of individual anatomic variation in the normal population nor do they address the greater anatomic variations seen in patient populations with tumors, strokes, trauma and etc. An improvement in the ability to predict the intensity of an electrical stimulus at a region of interest will likely result in improvements in electrical stimulation outcomes.
The modeling discussed in this paper attempts to resolve the issues by using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques to create a measurement of the amount of hydrogen atoms in a tissue. MRIs are typically used to create images but can also be used to make measurements. This study is based on a hypothesis that is conceptually simple but computationally complex. The concept is that MRIs represent the amount of hydrogen in a tissue [38] (principally water) and tissue resistivity is primarily determined by the amount of water in tissue [39] . Based on this principle, we hypothesized that MRIs can be converted to a conductivity index and act as the foundation for electric current simulation.
The present study compared exact models of subjects' heads created from MRIs to evaluate the expected individual differences in current density distribution throughout each head when electrodes are placed at 4 identical locations determined by the traditional 10-20 system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study protocol was approved by the institutional review board of the Sutter Institute for Medical Research, Institutional Review Board. Participating individuals gave fully informed consent.
MRI procedures
To map the conductivity of brain tissue, a threedimensional (3-D) measurement of the hydrogen distribution in head and brain is needed rather than the typical individual MRI record. T1, T2 and proton density (PD) imaging each captures different aspects of the water (hydrogen) present in tissues, but each alone lacks the power to provide a precise brain conductivity model (Fig. 1) . To get a more precise picture, T1, T2 and PD recordings of the entire head above the maxilla were first combined to model the isotropic conductivity, then diffusion weighted recording by the volume constrain technique [40] was performed to account for anisotropic conductivity; magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) was performed to account for the increased conductance through blood vessels.
MRIs that are a 3-D measurement of the hydrogen in a tissue were needed rather than the typical imaging recordings (e.g. T1, T2, or positron density). To map tissue's conductivity, multiple 3T MRI recordings of the entire head above the maxilla were obtained from each subject. T1, T2 and positron density recordings each captured different aspects of the water (hydrogen) present in tissues, but without sufficient power to differentiate tissue types so they were combined to provide better definition (Fig. 1) . Additionally, diffusion weighted recordings were performed to account for anisotropy and, and MRA to account for conductance through blood vessels. The slices spanned the head from its apex to approximately the roof of the mouth and included the ears. The recordings were obtained on a General Electric MRI (Discovery M750) machine with a 1 mm by 1 mm pixel by 1 mm slice spacing. Diffusion weighted recordings were taken at 2 mm by 2 mm pixel by 2 mm slice spacing. This combination of MRIs constitutes the Aaken Insite Protocol [41] . Image data were combined into a single 3-D representation and a conversion equation was applied to achieve an index of resistivity, yielding the subject's resistivity model. The resistivity to the MRI pixel intensity is expressed by the formula:
is the normalized intensity of the combined image at the given voxel; R is the resistivity; K=16,000; E=4 and D=65 are the adjustable parameters. This formula and the parameters were empirically derived [41] .
Calibration MRI images varied in intensity and were obtained on a gray scale. To control for these variations in the intensity and density of each MRI recording, it was necessary to establish high and low gray scale calibration points for each image. This was done by using the air around the head as the highest resistivity value (5 million Ohms per cm) and the subject's cerebral spinal fluid (65 Ohms per cm) as the low value. By using this technique, the subject's images were normalized and then combined into a single 3-D rendering. MRA image of blood vessels was performed to account for the conductivity of moving blood in vessels during recording which would otherwise show up as a high resistivity region. Moving blood is a good conductor, but tends to appear as a dark image (poor conductor) in the static MRIs.
Finite element and boundary conditions
The subject's resistivity distribution was then translated to a rectangular prismatic linear finite element model. The model matrix equation and boundary conditions were formulated from the Galerkin equations [42] . Solutions to the system matrix equations were obtained by using the conjugate gradient method [43] .
Finite element meshing
It was assumed that current densities could be predicted by using a quasi-static electrical model and that low frequency and DC TCES would produce similar results. The finite element models solved the Laplace equation
where dΩ is the head surface, Ф is the voltage distribution, j is the current density at the surface and n is a vector normal to the surface. The quantity σ(x,y,z) is the conductivity distribution within the head (the reciprocal of the resistivities estimated from MRI data). The finite element model meshing matrix equations were formulated for rectangular prismatic elements directly from the Galerkin equation [42] . The resulting mesh consisted of approximately 11.5 million elements for each subject. Calculations were implemented in C++. Diffusion tensor vectors defined on the model were performed to extend anisotropic conductivity to white matter voxels. In each white matter voxel, the anisotropic conductivity tensor was calculated as
and R X are rotation matrices about the z, y, and x axes, respectively. Matrix equations were solved in Matlab (2009b) via a sparse matrix version of the preconditioned conjugate gradient method that used diagonal of the stiffness matrix as the preconditioning matrix. Both isotropic and anisotropic models were verified against an analytic solution for a cube before we began analyzing brain model results.
Current densities within the models were determined from the finite element model solution by calculating current densities for each voxel.
Experiment 1: validation
In this first study, simulated current densities were calibrated to surface measurements. Three of the authors volunteered (males between the ages of 35-68) to validate the model by determining the accuracy of the modeling by establishing a correlation of the model as compared to surface measurements from the head during stimulation. Stimuli for the recordings were a square wave train of 1,000 microseconds. pulses, at 0.1 mA. To cancel out any potential 60Hz electrical noise that might be present in the environment, a stimulation rate of 3.11 cycles per second was selected. Electrodes for stimulation were silver-silver chloride hydrogelled 0.75 in pads (Ambu, Ballerup, Denmark). Recordings were made with a signal averaging machine (Cadwell Cascade, Kennewick, WA, USA) and averaged for 10 pulses. Positions on the head (Fig. 2) were obtained with a microscribe (Immersion Microscribe 3DX, Amherst, VA, USA). The microscribe is a point to point mechanical arm that is able to measure and locate points in 3-D spaces with an accuracy of 0.2 mm. Measurement locations were virtually registered in software with the conductivity model and simulations were run for each subject. Virtual voltage samples were collected from the simulation prediction results at the 25 real-world sampled locations (Fig. 2, where green is the ground, red is the stimulating and blue is the recording electrodes). Pearson R correlations were computed between the predicted and measured voltages for the subjects. The measured locations were recorded with a sharp-pointed stainless steel recording tip attached to the microscribe. To insure the accurate placement of the microscribe, and to control head movement that might normally occur during the recording procedure, the subjects lay on a table in the supine position. The head was rigidly fixed by having the subjects bear down on a bite block that was attached to a table by a rigid steel arm. The recorded current measurements and computer simulations were done independently so that the investigators were blind to the outcomes until the correlations were calculated.
Experiment 2: individual recordings

Subjects
In the second study, 18 additional volunteer adult subjects aged from 21 to 68 years (10 males and 8 females) without known anatomical abnormalities were recruited for imaging and analysis. Subjects' MRI data were recorded by using the Aaken Insite protocol (see MRI procedures above). Seventy-five brain regions were identified by semi-automated segmentation (image 1), visually reviewed and corrected, and current densities were simulated and analyzed for each of 4 electrode configurations: F8-P2, C3-C4, F8-F7 and Fpz-O1.
Segmentation
Segmentation was achieved with a multi-step approach that used a combination of automated systems and manual scribing and correction. The automated analysis is described in detail in the study of Pierson et al. [44] . Briefly, the scans were processed through AutoWorkup [45] , an automated procedure implemented with BRAINS [44, 45] . The T1 image was reoriented by stepwise co-registration using BRAINSfit [46] to a set of template images, and then using the result of each co-registration as the initialization for the next step. The anterior commissure (AC point) was set to be the center of the image, and the scan was recorded at a 1 mm resolution in a 256×256×256 matrix. The T2 image was then co-registered to the final T1 image and resampled to the same size and resolution. By using an intracranial mask to define the region of interest, each of the modalities underwent inhomogeneity correction by using ITKN4 (an image registration and segmentation toolkit). The final images were intensity normalized to map all regions inside the brain to intensities from 0 to 255.
Tissue classification [47] was then completed by using both modalities, a new brain mask was generated and cleaned, and the Talairach bounds of the cortex were automatically determined. Probability maps of the hippocampus and amygdala, used as input to artificial neural network software [48] , were warped to the individual scans. The artificial neural networks were applied to each scan to identify these regions on each subject. The hypothalamus and pituitary were manually traced by using the T1 and continuous classified images. The skull-stripped, inhomogeneity corrected T1 images were then used as input to FreeSurfer (version 5.1) [49] . The 3-D segmentations of the cortical regions (aparc) from FreeSurfer were then co-registered into the BRAINS' AutoWorkup image space and a code image including all of these segmented regions was created. Results were visually inspected and edited as necessary for accuracy. The images in Fig. 3 show the location and shape of the cortical segmentations. The modeled stimulating electrodes which were placed according to the 10-20 system were F8-P2, C3-C4, F8-F7 and Fpz-O1. The virtual electrodes were a single voxel in size.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed by using Xlstat software (Addinsoft, New York, NY, USA). The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was used in the validation experiment to compare measured and modeled voltages. Variability of current density values in Fig. 8 are presented as box charts with whisker plots. The top of the whisker is the maximum current density for a subject; the bottom of the whisker is the minimum current density. The top of the box is the third quartile, and the bottom of the box is the first quartile. The diamond represents the mean value, and the line represents the median value. 
RESULTS Experiment 1: validation
Pearson R values of the subjects' calibration results were 0.91, 0.92 and 0.96. Fig. 4 shows the subject points for both the measured and modeled voltages at 25 identical locations on the surface of a head, and suggests close correlations between the subject measurements and the simulation. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of tissues and an intensity histogram with their relative resistivity values represented in color. Fig. 6 uses the same colors against the combined gray image to better illustrate the types of tissues that are predominate and the amount of overlap within a tissue type. The overlap reflects the fact that tissues types are not homogeneous, and more than one tissue type may be present within a voxel.
Experiment 2: individual recordings
There was significant variability between subjects in all regions of the brain. The greatest variance was in the cortical structures ( Table 1, Fig. 7 and 8) with generally less variability in the subcortical areas. All examined areas received some amount of current. The 5 areas with the largest and least variability are listed for each electrode configuration in Table 1 . Some areas show as much as 6 to 10 fold difference between subjects. The right pars orbitalis with the F8-P2 stimulation showed a 5-107 µA/cm 2 range of response. 
Simulated Measured
Generally, cortical regions near the electrodes had the largest current density values, but also the greatest individual variation. Regions of the brain that are distant from the electrical stimulus in all 4 stimulus configurations, such as the pituitary gland and the hypothalamus, had significant levels of current density (mean levels for the pituitary were: F8-P2 = 3.1, C3-C4 = 1.8, F7-F8 = 4.8 and FPz-O1= 3.3 µA/cm 2 ). The highest current levels and greatest variance were found with the right F8-P2 stimulation ( Table  1 , Fig. 7 and 8) . The highest levels within a structure were found in the right pars orbitalis, right pars triangularis and right precentral. In most instances, the areas with the lowest values also had the lowest variance and were most distant from the stimulating electrodes. This was particularly true when the electrodes were placed close together. As might be expected that the C3-C4 and F7-F8 electrode positions had the lowest values overall and least variance in those regions that were distant from the electrodes. However, there were exceptions to this distance rule. Regions where high-and low-resistivity tissues bordered each other often showed surprisingly high current densities and variance. These "hot spots" were difficult to predict and variance within segmented regions could often equal that seen between segmented regions. Even areas with the lowest variance typically showed a two-fold or greater difference between subjects ( Table 1) .
The cortical variability appeared to be largely dependent on the local architecture of the cranium and skull thickness. Small anomalies such as vessels pass- The complete data set is too extensive for publication here, but the complete data set is available by E-mail request at: mrussell@aakenlabs.com. Table 1 Values from the segmented structures with the five highest and five lowest values for each of the electrode locations ing through the skull and the presence or absence of cancellous bone significantly impacted the current levels especially near the electrodes. The presence of cerebral spinal fluid in sulci or ventricles appeared to draw the current into the brain cavities, but a gyrus had the opposite effect. This can be explained by the low resistivity of spinal fluid providing a favored path for electrical current and the high resistivity of dura and bone forcing the current into alternate paths. It appears that when electrodes are placed on the scalp, there is a series of tissue layers constrict and expand the current distribution. The sub-dermal skin, which is a good conductor, allows current to expand over the lesser conducting bone. Cerebral spinal fluid beneath the bone spreads the current out again and the dura (a poor conductor) constricts the current. These layers play a significant role in initial current distribution before the complex brain anatomy further distributes the current.
DISCUSSION
The variability at regions near or under the electrodes is significant as these are the regions that are usually targeted for cortical stimulation. Investigators conventionally assume that subjects are receiving similar amounts of current when electrodes are placed directly over the targeted site. However, the present study indicated that while higher current density tends to occur in regions near electrodes, there is a significant variation between subjects. While areas distant from the electrodes generally have less variability, the differences are still substantial. This is particularly true of regions that border high-and low-conducting tissues (e. g. cerebrospinal fluid and meninges) or along conductive pathways such as vessels or down axonal bundles. These regions show significant variation and often have multiple areas of high-and lowdensity current ( Fig. 7 and 8) .
TCES with the C3-C4 configuration is extensively used to elicit motor evoked potentials from the legs and feet, and is the primary means of assessing the integrity of the motor pathways during spinal cord surgery [11] [12] [13] . This monitoring procedure typically uses pulse trains of up to 400 volts. Thousands of patients undergo this procedure every year with the assumption that the only effect is on the motor pathways. Data from this study suggested that other areas of the brain maybe receiving large current densities simultaneously including the anterior cingulate, an area commonly targeted in depression [50] [51] [52] . The effects of these additional stimulations are not known.
TCES with the right-temporal to P2 configuration is one of the standard lead placements for the electroconvulsive shock therapy treatments (Brunoni, Teng, 2010 , Martin, 1986 . A significant degree of variation in the clinical outcomes from this stimulation has been consistently reported [53, 54] . Data in this study suggests that some of the inconsistencies in clinical results may be due to variability in amount of current actually received by targeted brain regions. Sackeim [56] and a number of others [57] [58] [59] have suggested that focally administered electrical current has the potential to improve treatment and reduce side effects of electroconvulsive treatments. Individualized targeting will likely further improve outcomes.
Between subjects differences
Compared to the traditional method of selecting stimulus locations by measuring landmarks on the scalp, modeling electrical stimulation may be a superior tool for treatment planning to determine both the optimal electrode location and current density delivered to specific regions for a subject [35,57-,59 ] TCES modeling will be helpful in more accurately targeting specific regions and in avoiding adverse side effects. For applications where accuracy of stimulus delivery is a consideration, it offers a possible alternative for determining electrode placement to the traditional 10-20 system. Future work will focus on examining how modifying electrode placements to accommodate 
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μA/cm 2 l e f t p o s t c e n t r a l r i g h t p o s t c e n t r a l l e f t s u p e r i o r p a r i e t a l r i g h t p r e c e n t r a l r i g h t s u p e r i o r p a r i e t a l D individual differences in head anatomy can more precisely target areas of the brain. The limitations of this study is as follows: the direct measurement of current in the first experiment and close correlations of the modeling outcomes are supportive of the modeling's accuracy and providing confidence in the general outcomes. However, measurements from in depth structures have not been made and may vary from what is illustrated here, and are the focus of current research. Internal validation of the study is underway, but has not been completed. There is some slight variation in the values measured in experiment 1 between the modeled values and the measured values. It is not clear that if this divergence is due to an error in the model or to the difficulty of making precise electrical measurements from the scalp. Nevertheless, the correlations are quite good and support the premise that MRIs can be used to model resistivity.
Values determined through the modeling will change if the subject's condition changes. If swelling or hemodynamic changes occur between MRI capture and when the simulation is applied, these values may also change. Although the electrical stimulation modeled herein was 2mA, the results may be extrapolated to somewhat different current strengths for DC and low frequency alternating current (AC) stimulation [60] by the application of Ohm's law. Extrapolation should be done with caution, however, because AC stimulation is influenced by the capacitance of the cranial tissues, and DC stimulation that is left on for extended periods of time will likely change the properties of the tissues due to electrolytic instabilities.
This study is also limited by the quality and resolution of the MRI. Any noise, error, or artifact that exists in the MRI will be reflected in the modeling. While the modeling made adjustments for the anisotropic properties of the tissues, the resolution of MRI is limited by the voxel size. Thus, conductivity value within a voxel is a mean value of all entities within the voxel and does not represent the fine architecture of the tissues within the voxel. A voxel may contain many nerve fibers or a combination of nerve fibers and fine blood vessels. There is a high degree of variation in conductivity between myelinated fibers, unmyelinated fibers and interstitial spaces. This analysis is not capable of showing that level of resolution as the MRI is not able to distinguish subjects' neurons. As the resolution of MRIs improves, the quality of the modeling will also improve.
Electrical modeling of the head should find applications in a variety of clinical and research applications. The values here were presented in microamperes per square centimeter, but the values can be converted to represent different electrical units or intensities.
While the focus here was in individual variation, there was also significant variation seen within structures and those values will be reported in a subsequent publication. The values provided here were means for the segmentations and a finer analysis may be desirable for specific regions within these structures.
In conclusion, when electrodes are placed on the scalp, current pathways are determined by the complex anatomy of the head and the individual resistivities of the various tissues. MRIs are capable of representing this complexity if the MRI is recorded as a measurement of the level of hydrogen within tissues, and the hydrogen is regarded as a way for determining the amount of conductive fluid within a tissue. Recorded measurements taken from the scalp closely correspond with predicted values anticipated by the modeling. Common configurations for the placement of electrodes on the scalp for clinical practice have very diverse distributions of current within the subjects' brain and very divergent intensity levels between subjects. The development of a technique for modeling current densities implies that more accurate targeting of brain areas for stimulation are possible for both research and clinical practice. MRI based modeling may be a more desirable method of determining electrode placement and stimulation intensity than the 10-20 system or other methods based on scalp topography when accurate targeting of brain structures is needed.
